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Innova Learning Enhances Learning Platform
New York – 8 Apr 2014
Innova Learning announced today that it has expanded the capabilities of its learning management system,
called Virtual Campus. Now, under a single login customers can be flexible in their approach to training. The
Virtual Campus, is a full feature learning and content management system that enables users to adapt the
learning environment on a need by need basis.
The Virtual Campus is a flexible cloud based solution that fits every training need of an organization. Instructor
led training can be offered in a classroom setting or in a Virtual Lab (VLab) setting for technology training. The
VLab leverages virtual machines that contain all the necessary courseware and lab materials required giving
intensive hands on technical training while led by an instructor – this feature is not available anywhere else in the
market. With the Virtual Lab, the need for costly onsite training is a thing of the past.
The Virtual Campus is SCORM compliant, allowing for rapid content assembly and overall learning management
for self-paced online learning. Easily administer learners with learning paths, course tracking and assessments.
Through Innova’s course development capabilities you can even track user access of your in-house PowerPoints
once loaded in the Virtual Campus.
Developing human capital and disseminating expertise is a goal of many organizations, to assist in this effort, the
Virtual Campus offers a peer to peer learning environment. This learning environment within the Campus
enables learners to share information using collaboration tools such as whiteboards to fully share knowledge.
Sessions can be recorded for future ongoing use.
“At a time when organizations are clamoring for enterprise learning solutions, Innova has delivered the only true
learning solution for use by the enterprise,” said Michael Farmer, CEO of Innova Learning. “We believe that
enterprise learning can only be completely fulfilled by using a learning management solution that meets all the
learning needs of an enterprise.”
Innova Learning believes that successful training of an organization lies not only in the content but also in the
delivery of that learning. It continues to deliver engaging content and robust solutions to the organizations
serious about the education of their employees.
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Innova Learning is a leading provider of learning solutions to industries that have regulatory and compliance
requirements. Innova combines high quality, interactive content with robust and scalable technology to deliver
web-based training that can be easily tracked and managed. Innova Learning solutions include an extensive off
the shelf course library, instructional design and content experts to develop custom courses, and a highly
scalable hosting platform that enables the ability to learn anywhere on anything. Innova Learning is
headquartered in New York and has regional offices in Massachusetts and Texas.
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